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Where There's SmokeP7Em
By Paul Samyn
Vending machines on campus now cater to two types of
burning desires—cigarettes
and condoms.
Students' Association president Roger Procyk says the
cigarette machines will allow
students to buy condoms in a
more private manner.
"The SA is just trying to go
one better than the bookstore
so that we can provide

students with • additional service."
Procyk, who suggested the
vending idea, also said the
machines will allow the effectiveness of the college's AIDS
education program to be
evaluated.
"In theory, with education,
the sales of condoms should
increase. The privacy offered
by the machines should allow
us to get a more accurate
assessment of the program's

performance."
Reaction to the four condom carrying cigarette
machines has been positive
from everyone associated with
the college's attack on AIDS
and the machines even caught
the attention of the Winnipeg
Sun's John Bertrand in his column.
Health Centre nurse Phyllis
Arron said the cigarette
machine condoms are definitely important and needed.
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's Also Fire
"It doesn't matter where
they are sold. All that matters
is that people buy them."

president student services, also
welcomed the additions to the
cigarette machines.

Condoms have been sold in
the Crazy Ox since last April
but were not big sellers.
"We've only sold seven
packets since then," said store
were just not comfortable
coming up to the counter t6
buy them from the girls behind
the till."
Ray Newman, vice-

"The more they [condoms]
are available, the more
students can practise , safe
sex."
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By Joan Marshall

Photo by T. Young

Life's A Ditch

The easiest route from one point to another is not always a straight line. This was
discovered by a young driver on Sept. 18 when he tried to traverse a drainage ditch
separating two parking lots on the Red River Community College Campus.

Budget Shows SA Has
$71,000 to Play With
By Kelly Taylor

One of Natural:radical joKes.

The Students' Association
has budgeted to make almost
$71,000 for the 1987-88 school
year.
But being a non-profit
organization, the SA will have
to turn over any profits to
another party. Last year, the
excess money was transferred
to the Student Union Building
Fund.

IMAX
Tickets
The Projector
and CMOR want
you to win!

Condoms aren't sold at the
University of Winnipeg while
University of Manitoba
students can only purchase
them at the campus pub.

Hotel & Restaurant
Students Work Kinks
Out of ICBL Program
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The total projected revenues
are $511,130 and the expenses
are $440,833. These are only
estimates, however, and are
dependant on the money earned at student activities, and the
money spent.
The largest single revenue
comes from the student fees, a
cool $200,000. This is based
on a college estimate of the
number of students that will

be attending this year.
The activities and vending
revenues are the next largest
contributors, at $110,400 and
$65,000 respectively. Activities
consist of the beer bashes,
noon hour concerts and SA
socials.
The money left over in the
budget is almost $68,000 more

see Cuts/2

The students of hotel and
restaurant administration
learned that the grievance procedure does work when they
approached the Students'
Association to mediate in problems encountered with their
Individualized Competency
Based Learning program last
August.
The students felt that they
required more instructor contact and that the course work
load should be more evenly
distributed.
The students elected Bill
Dynkavitch, Kirk Draper and
Shirley Maryniuk to represent
them and approach the
Students' Association President Roger Procyk for
assistance in setting up a
meeting with the dean of applied arts, Bill Porter and their
department head, David Rew.
"I was pleased with the way
the system worked for the
students...The students were
well aware that the changes
would not affect them because
they were late in their program, but went ahead with it
anyway, out of concern for
future students. The incoming
students have them to thank,"
said Procyk.
The students felt that their
objectives were met and learned during the meeting, that the
department was aware of the
problems and had planned to
implement changes for the
fall, according to Draper.
"They [the department]
were very helpful and had the
solutions but we didn't know
about
them,"
said
Dynkavitch.

Dehumanizer
A scathing
review of
comedian Kenny
Robinson

David Rew felt that many of
the problems were growing
pains due to the shift from
traditional learning to the Individualized Competency Based Learning system which
became a pilot in that department three years ago. The
class of 1986-87 started 68
students and has 26 remaining
in the program.
"We don't expect the same
thing to happen this year
because we have solved some
of the problems... I feel that
there's a noticeable difference
in how the new students are
performing and this has to do
with changes put through,"
said Rew.
The ICBL program provides
students with Compacs which
are instruction booklets containing specified learning objectives. On completion of
them, the students receive
their test from a computer.
They fill out an answer card
which is fed back into the
computer and are given a
grade. A passing grade is 80
per cent.
"I think ICBL is good if it is
done properly...I find it hard
to teach myself accounting,"
said Dynkavitch.
Resolutions that came out
of the meeting included one
hour of classroom instruction
per Compac and the number
of Compacs per term be more
evenly distributed.
"I had to have 52 Compacs
done in two terms, which I
believe is not down to 32,"
said Draper. "It's a great program in certain ways because it

see Instructors/2
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College Prepares 50th

Polonsky Gives Staff Pep Talk

Anniversary Party
From the Editor's Desk:
By Kelly Taylor
Now that the college has
decided how old it is, it will be
going all out to celebrate the
50 years it has been training
Manitoba people.
In 1938, the first seeds of
the college were sown in training houses on Henry St. and in
St. Boniface. These faculties
offered trades courses.
"We have to include
everybody," said Ray
Newman, vice-president student services. The celebration
will encompass all grads from
1938 through to 1988. There
had been some question as to
the actual age of the college
because of the number of
places it had its roots.
The college Will kick-off the
anniversary by visiting
businesses to tell them about
the milestone. This visit will
also extoll the virtues of
RRCC grads.
This will be followed later in
the year by a staff r ecognition
dinner where retired and present staff will be invited to
dine at the college.
In June, there will be a wine
and cheese homecoming for
past grads to come and see the
changes to RRCC since they
graduated. The 1939 grads will
have much more to see than
last year's grads however.
Since 1938, the college has
gone through many changes,

and many buildings. After the
first two sites, the training was
moved into the Ford plant
(now the Fletcher Building) at
Wall Street and Portage and
the Mid-West Aircraft
Building at the airport in 1942.
Then in 194S the training
program was dubbed the
Manitoba Technical Institute.
John Diefenbaker laid the
cornerstone for building A in
1962 and changed the name to
the Manitoba Institute of
Technology. Later, when it
was obvious that business
education should be taught,
the name Manitoba Institute
of Applied Arts 'vas added to
form t he awkward
acronym.
The name Red River Community College first appeared
in 1969, when the community
college concept was accepted
in Manitoba.
The celebrations will wrap
up with an alumni ball on
June 25 in the North Gym.
This is going to be a large
event, with 1000 tickets being
sold.
The anniversary is being
planned by a committee with
representation from administration, student body,
and teaching staff.
Newman said he would
welcome any volunteer work
by students interested in getting involved.

Instructors Away
Cont'd from p.1

•

is flexible...I think because of
the nature of the industry being so people oriented, the
course should be taught more
by people and less by texts and
computers."
The proms am runs 20 months and goes through the slimmer. This became a problem
with instructors being on
holidays and students not being able to contact them.
David Rev: said the
students' action happened at a
time when he was on holidays
and they could not vent their
feelings.
"I felt that the Students'
Association should have
checked to see if the problems
were presented to me first and
in my absence to the dati," he
said.

"We couldn't tail: to Mr.
Rew because he was on
holidays. We didn't think of
contacting him [Bill
Ponerj...we talked to Prozyk
because that's what the
Students' Association are
there for," responded
Dynkavit ch.
Procyk was dad fit, at the
students found the association
approachable_ The 1937 SurNivea] Guide outlines under
non--acadialc , Itraplaints in
thegievance pn,...--dure that at
any time during this pro,_-edure, students may consult
the SA office regarding
assistance or procedure.
"I felt they did a very good
job, they got their guns into it
without delay," Draper

Cuts Save $100,000
Cont'd from p.1
than th.e SA made last year.
This is due primarily to cuts in
the expenses—most notably
the deletion of a S100,0,X)
direct donadon to the student
union building fund that last
Year's budget had.
Last vt.r the profit was
roughly -S3,000.
The -largest expenditures the
SA projects thisyear
are activities, at 5162,243 and administration at S164,397.
The money in the administration budget goes to
pay for all the cons included
in the day to day running of
the SA.
To analyze each indhidual

department as a moneymaking or losing venture
would not be right_ As a nonprofit 07ZP7117r-tien, the SA
provides many services that
are covered under the student
fees, but not shown in the individual depannimes budget.

CJS Keeps Women
in Traditional Roles

Photo by Lindsay Viinslone

No Longer Will Butts Stop Here
.4

smoky era comes to a close as the college's ashtrays are put out to pasture.

Students Win Palm Award
By Lory Senft
Last June, at RRCC's annual Paper Night, Richard
Brodie, Murray Berbrandt and
Micheal Pankewycz won the
Palin Award for their paper,
"Logic Analyzer", and were
invited to attend the Wescanex
'87 conference in Edmonton
to present it.

The second year computer
technology students and
RRCC-Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers student branch members designed
the analyzer within a computer, programmed the software, tested it and then wrote
a written report about it. On
Paper Night, the students orally presented their paper, and
were judged on it.

Awarded every year, the
Palin Award recognizes the
best written technical report,
placing much emphasis on
communication skills, and is
sponsored by the IEEE. Many
RRCC students are student
branch members and actively
participate in this annual
event. Red River students also
won the Palin Award in 1983,
1984 and 1986.
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IMAX Theatre, CMOR .•.
•
•
and the Projector!!
••
•

Enter your name and you can win one of 4 ••
•• pairs of tickets to IMAX theatre in Portage
••
.•
. Place. To win answer this two-part question ••
•: and drop your entry form off at the Students' •S•
•
•'. Association room DM20.
••
••
•
••
.• The draw will be made October 13 at 12 ••
••
•. noon. So listen to CMOR for the winners.
••
•••
•
•
••
-••
••
:. Name one DJ from CMOR and one editor ••
4•• from the Projector.
••
j
••
••
••
•••
••
••
••
•
••
NAME
••
••
••
••
••
•• COURSE
••
••
••
•••
•• PHONE
••
• Enter as often as your little heart desires!

For that reason, the actiViti.es department could be
seen as money-losing, since it
costs almost S52,0D0 more to
run than it takesin. But since
the free activities are covered
under the student gees, the SA •
as a whole does not lose •• Employees of the Students' Association not eligable.
••••••• ■•••■•••••11*********00****•••••0004110
money.
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•
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College president Gary
Polonsky's objective at the
Sept. 23 general staff
meeting was a simple one.
Essentially he wanted to explain how the college was
countering the dire effects
of the Canadian Jobs
Strategy.
However, according to
the Canadian Advisory
Council on the Status of
Women, it would seem that
women also have just cause
to embark on a simple objective—objection to CJS.
The CJS was unveiled by
the Mulroney government
in August 1985 amid promises that the program
would "create lasting
employment and competitive job skills for Canadian workers."
The CJS is based on the
assumption that Canada's
unemployment problems
are due to the mismatch
between individuals' skills
and employers' demands,
not to the scarcity of jobs.
The program is therefore
designed to reshape the
unemployed through training and job experience.
And while the program's
shifting of federal support
for training from the public
to the private sector has had
a destabilizing impact on
public post-secondary training institutions like this college, the CJS has been
anything but destabilizing

vis-a-vis the traditional
work roles society ascribes
to women.
A recent CACSW investigation revealed that
women's participation in
the CJS is, in most regions,
comparable with their labor
force participation.
However, the study
discovered that women are
distinctly underrepresented
in the skill shortages program.
The skills shortage program is designed to provide
retraining and skill
upgrading of the existing
labor force to specific
targets (natives, women,
disabled persons and visible
minorities).
Moreover, the CACSW
report cited evidence that
pointed to the limited field
of occupations in which
most women have found
training. The CJS continues
to train women in traditional limited-income occupations. Moreover, the
study said there is little
evidence that women are
being encouraged to enter
and succeed in nontraditional and higher paying fields.
Unfortunately, righting
these flaws will not be as
easy as selling training spots
to business. What is needed
is pressure for fundamental
changes in the philosophy
of a program that is destined to fall short of its
rhetoric.

Staff

Paul Samyn
Editor-in-Chief
Kelly Taylor
News Editor
Entertainment Editor ... Brenda Fleming
Diana Giesbrecht
Production
Karen E. Gamey
Good Taste Editor
The Projector is written and compiled every two
weeks by Red River students for Red River
students. If you have any comments regarding the
paper, please contact us in Trailer 'IC next to the
student parking lot.
—From now on, we want things on Monday.

He also warned that increased funding from the government is not forthcoming.
"If they could give it to us
they would, but the money is
just not there," he said.
Polonsky said, however,
that with the effective packaging of present courses and the
launching of new programs,
RRCC could continue to succeed in its sale of training
days.
Some of the proposed new
programs include training in
aerospace, training in the film
industry and a knowledge of
systems learning centre dealing
artificial intelligence.
Polonsky urges staff to bite bullet at staff meeting. with
Though most of the new
programs are still in the plannPolonsky accredited the
ing stages, Polonsky told staff
By Paul Plouffe
turn-around to the efforts of
the administration is pledging
Aggressive marketing has the staff, some of whom gave
to make fast-track progress.
saved Red River Community up part of their summer
He urged • staff to pull
College from a financial crisis, holidays to help, and the suctogether and "bite the bullet".
says college president Gary cessful introduction of an
"There is no old and new,"
Polonsky.
eight point marketing strategy.
he said. "We are all one."
The strategy, which includes
Polonsky also said that the
At the staff meeting on environmental scanning, linkcollege was shifting in a plannSept. 23, Polonsky told slight- ing with high profile associaed positive way and would
ly over 200 faculty members tions in Manitoba and
continue to do so.
that indirect and contract sales numerous public-speaking
"If the community knows
of training • days have helped engagements among other
us, likes us and trusts us, they
RRCC recoup a large percen- things, has not yet been fully
will want to do business with
tage of the funds lost from the
implemented.
us," he said.
revision of the Canadian Job
"We're about 85 per cent of
He ended the meeting by
Strategy.
the way there," he said.
telling staff that RRCC will
Despite
the
success,
Polon"The crisis of four or five
continue to be at the forefront
sky
warned
staff
that
money
is
months ago is over," Polonof community colleges.
still
tight.
sky said. "We are not flush
"RRCC is a great college,"
"We must be prudent in our
yet, but you can bet we will
he said.
expenditures,"
he
said.
be."
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Entertainment
Prairie Pikes Have Come A Long Way
By Brenda Fleming

NOMINATIONS:
OPEN: Thurs., Oct. 8 12:01 a.m
CLOSE: Mon., Oct. 19 3:00 p.m

CAMPAIGN:
BEGINS: Mon., Oct. 19 5:00 p.m.
ENDS: Wed., Oct. 28 5:00 p.m.

EL ECTION

DAY:

LThursday, Oct. 29 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
a.,■mara.reamsravow.......mamia.......o•••••••■■■■■

,..

•••••••••■••■

ADVANCE POLL:
(in the SA Office)

Wed., Oct. 28 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

OPENINGS

■
■

Applied Arts
3
Health, Family, Applied Sciences
5
Technology
•
• • •
4
Industrial & Trades.
.
„
, 5
Business .
• ••••••
3
Teacher Education
•
• •••••
• . •1
•

■

•

■

• • •

•

• • • • • • •

• • •

■■■

Saskatoon's Northern Pikes
have come a long way since
playing B bars on the prairie
bar circuit.
Formed in 1983, the Northern Pikes started playing in
1984. After sending out independent recordings, the
band gained college support
and record company interest.
A record deal was offered in
the fall of 1986 and around
Christmas of that year the
band signed with Virgin
Records.
Today the Pikes, who include bassist-vocalist-pianist
Jay Semko, 27, guitarist and
vocalist Merl Bryck, 27,
drummer-percussionist Don
Schmid, 26 and lead guitarist
Bryan Potvin, 24, are a busy
foursome.
Having played Winnipeg's
Night Moves, the band heads
to Brandon and in mid October starts a tour of 24 cities
in 32 days. The Pikes end up in
Hollywood, California Nov.
18.
Semko says the Pikes
weren't a good cover band
when they started out because
they wanted to do original
material. The covers called for
keyboards and there isn't a
keyboard in the band.
Thinking back, Semko
laughs and says the band has
thought of breaking up a hundred times. But the Pikes have
managed to stay together even
through the rough times.
"If you really believe in
yourself you try to keep a
positive attitude," Semko explains.
The vocalist notes the band
is still facing obstacles. One
obstacle is coming from
Saskatoon.
"It's hard to be taken
seriously because no groups
have come from Saskatoon of
any note."

When the guitarist was
younger he used to make his
mother play "The Sound of
Music" record over and over,
but his hero was David
Cassidy of "The Partridge
Family" fame.
"I wanted to be Keith," he
chuckles.
Musical influences for the
four-member band include

The Beatles, The Rolling
Stones and Aerosmith.

Photo by Brenda Fleming

Jay Semko and The Northern Pikes entertain at Nite Moves.

Sernko says the worst moment of his life was in mid
1983 when he was very
depressed. A relationship
broke up, and the musician
was into a lot of booze and
drugs.
Looking back at that time,
and having survived it, Semko
keeps a positive attitude, viewing it as a growing up process.
Presently, the band has just
completed a second video for
the single "Things I Do For
Money" from the "Big Blue
Sky" album. The video was
taped in the coal mining town
of East Coulee, near
Drumheller, Alberta. This
followfrup the first single and
video, "Teenland."

The album is dedicated to
the memory of friend Neil
Morgan who died in a car accident in 1984.
Semko says the band always
hoped things would work out
the way they have but adds,
"Two years ago we didn't
really know what it was. We
didn't really understand." He
also notes the good feeling of
having a record company
behind the band.
Guitarist Bryan Potvin says
he doesn't try to think about
success too much.
"If you think about it too
much it's anticlimactic."
He has the music industry in
perspective, saying the whole
thing is "one big crap shoot."

Potvin was once a sign
painter for the Army & Navy
and everyone in the band
worked at a golf course.
"When you get bummed
out you just think of a job you
hated," Semko says.
Of the work in the band
Semko notes, "It's not a drag
at all. If it wasn't any fun we
wouldn't do it. The plusses far
outweigh the minuses."
The band's families support
them in their musical careers,
Semko says, although some
parents had a few reservations.
Potvin says his parents were
a little worried when he listened to Mice Cooper records in
the fifth grade.

Schmid and Bryck's tastes
also lean toward country and
Potvin likes hard-edged rock.
Semko stresses the importance of keeping yourself open
in song writing.
The musician doesn't think
he could ever write a song just
because he thought it would
sell.
"The most important thing
is good songs. You've got to
write your songs from the
heart."
The best part of where the
band is now, says Semko, is
more people are hearing the
,Pikes' music and are aware of
the band.
Given three wishes Semko
chooses: "No wars and for the
world to be a better place, to
keep doing what we're doing
and...true love."
But true love may have to
wait a while since the band
doesn't have much spare time.
Free moments are spent
"trying to recover from what
we've been doing," Semko explains.
In the future, The Northern
Pikes would like to produce
their own records.
In spite of the events along
the way, Semko says the Pikes
haven't really changed.
"We're busier, but things
haven't changed a lot. We still
travel in a van and we still
have to find a laundromat."

"Lovely Rita" Band Has Potential
By Brenda Fleming
Red River creative communications student Rob Harris not only juggles court
stories and advertising
assignments, but marriage and
playing in a band as well.
The 26-year-old Harris
plays drums and contributes
vocals for Winnipeg band The

Johns.
Other band members include Russ Psooy on lead
vocals and guitar, bassist
Feisal Gazie and guitarist Rob
Walker.
Harris sometimes finds it
hard to fit everything into his
busy schedule.
"We haven't rehearsed for
six days," he notes.
The Johns were formed
about seven months ago when
Psooy's three-song demo tape
was one of the winners for the
97 Rock-K S FM
"Homegrown" album.
Psooy contacted Gazie and
guitarist Rob Walker. He approached Harris after seeing
him play in a band called The

Air Raid.

Photo by Brenda Fleming

"Rob was the only one in
the band I thought was really
happening," Psooy explains.
The band did a February
taping of the song "Lovely
Rita" for the 12-band
"Homegrown" album, which
was taped at the Century 21
studio in Winnipeg.
This success helped pull
Psooy out of the doldrums.
Last January he and his
girlfriend broke up, he wasn't
going to school and a job fell
through in addition to his
band falling apart.

The song recently hit the
No. 2 spot on the CKIS 97 FM
"Top 10 at 10:00", Psooy
points out.

"Lovely Rita" isn't meant
as a love song, the lead
vocalist adds. Psooy says in
writing the song he used the
imagery of a woman to write
about music and striving for a
goal.
But the musician doesn't
mind listeners pulling a different meaning from the song.

"If person A has one interpretation and person B has
one interpretation, that's
fine," he says.
Gazie says everyone in the
band writes, and they don't
have much interest in cover
tunes.
Song writing in The Johns is
a collective effort, Harris
notes.
"Somebody will come up
with a song and everybody will
work it," he says. Each band
member will usually work on
the part of the song they will
be playing.
Psooy marvels at the aura
around the band, saying "It's
just clicking. It's great."
Harris agrees, describing the
song writing process.
"The part just comes to
you. It's almost like it was
already written," Harris says.
"I know this is .what I'm supposed to play."
Each new song the band
writes is viewed as a progression and becomes their new
favorite tune. The Johns keep
looking ahead.

""Lovely Rita" is a good
song," points out Harris,
"but we can do better than
that."
Involvement in music goes
back to childhood for The

Johns.
Harris remembers getting a
paper drum when he was 11.
"The stick went through the
drum," he laughs.
The
drummer also
remembers grabbing some
pencils and beating on his
father's bongo drums.
Gazie had a plastic guitar
when he was four and Psooy
tells of saving his allowance in

grade five for a Buddy Holly
record. As a child he drew a
picture of himself with a full
band.
Walker played classical
guitar with his mother and was
influenced by rock band KISS.
"1 got my first KISS record
and that was it," he says.
A Beatles fan, Harris says
he's now getting into swing

see Band/15
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Gallery Gives Glimpses
into History
By Lindsay Vanstone

Photo by Lindsay Vanstone

The Projector's sky cam in action at the Welcome BBQ.

Students Party at
Chapeau Rouge Bash
By Karen Crossley
Having successfully found
their way to the South Gym
for Red River's Welcome
Barbecue, this year's first year
students were ready to party.
A random survey of 30 first
year students, most with a beer
in one hand and a hot dog in
the other, yielded the following opinions: Food—"Excellent!", Ticket Prices—
"Great!", Drink Prices
—"Well..."
Some, like child care
students Brenda Bell, Shuana
Keown, and Barb Henderson,
were expecting prices of $1 to
$1.15 rather than the $1.50
charge.
"Where we come from
[Ashern and Manitou], bar
prices are around $1.10," said
Bell. "But a social would cost
you as much as $6 to get in, so
I guess it averages out."
Advertising art student
Doug Matthews agreed the admission price of $2.50 was
cheap compared to most
socials, and felt that the drink
prices were reasonable.
"The whole thing is a good
idea," Matthews said. "A nice
break from working."
Matthews was also looking
forward to hearing Chapeau
Rouge play. He said they were
excellent the last time he saw
them play the Montcalm.
Hotel administration student Todd Beavis had also
caught Chapeau Rouge's act a
couple of times before and
agreed that they were a good
bar band.
By the time the band came
on stage at a little after 4:00
p.m. the crowd was ready for
them. And at first it seemed
that Chapeau Rouge was
ready for the crowd.

They started their set with a
couple of light, dancy
numbers that had a considerable throng on the dance
floor by the second song.
They moved along quickly,
too. Most of their numbers
ended quite abruptly and
began just as suddenly, with
very little chit-chat in between.
But the front men, singer
Jeff Roukema, guitarist Mark
Anthony and bassist Claude
Pattyn, just didn't seem to be
able to keep up with the
crowd.
After a little initial air
guitaring and hopping around,
Roukema remained pretty
quiet at center stage, and Anthony and Pattyn remained
tied to their mikes and
monitors throughout the
night.
The one bright spot on stage
was Chuck Cave, who dashed
from keyboards to saxophone
with twice the energy and enthusiasm of his bandmates.
Chapeau Rouge churned
out a dozen familiar tunes by
bands like The Cars, Mike and
the Mechanics, Talk Talk, and
the ever-popular Cult, keeping
a fair size crowd happily on its
feet for the first hour.
Unfortunately, band energy
and crowd energy never seemed to connect.
Chapeau Rouge started
their second set at six o'clock
looking and sounding refreshed. Roukema really got into
stride, covering the stage well
and obviously having a lot
more fun.
The second set consisted of
a dozen or so dancable tunes
from radio heroes like Glass

Band energy peaked as
crowd energy ebbed, ruling
out the possibility of an encore. It must have been a little
disappointing for Chapeau
Rouge, but the crowd went
home happy.
As business administration
student Rob Guthrie said,
"It's the first time this year all
the students have gotten
together for a beer bash—of
course everyone's into it."

The

OS

Images from a dead past.
Reflections of a forgotten
society. Glimpses into history.
These could be comments
on the Winnipeg Art Gallery's
1912 Classics of European
Cinema film series, but the
final night's program showed
that sex and infidelity are
timeless.
Of course, what makes the
commonplace interesting is
how it's presented and the first
film of the evening was indeed
out of the ordinary.
Miest Kinematografitscheskogo (Revenge of a
Kinematograph Cameraman),
a 12-minute Russian animated
film, used actual insects as the
characters caught philandering
by the camera.
Stop-motion photography
and director Ladislas
Starewicz' slapstick humor
gave the bugs all the human
mannerisms of a cheating husband, an unfaithful wife, a
slinky nightclub dancer and an
affectatious artist and a
vengeful cameraman.
Slapstick is slapstick, but to
see it performed by a pair of
beetles, a dragonfly and two
grasshoppers is even more
outrageous. The rolling,
knock-'em-down fight between Mr. Beetle and the artist
is one of the funniest and
truest examples of
choreographed comedy ever.
Although not involved in
any philandering, the
grasshopper-cameraman is
central to the plot as he secretly records Mr. Beetle's Hotel
d'Amour encounter with the
dragonfly-dancer. This is in
response to Mr. Beetle's shov-

ing him aside and taking the
dancer away.
The revenge occurs when
Mr. Beetle takes his wife to a
movie as a gesture of
forgiveness for her fling with
the artist and the show turns
out to be the cameraman's
secret recording.
All hell breaks loose as Mrs.
Beetle attacks Mr. Beetle as he
goes after the cameraman
while the projector begins to
burn the film and set the whole
place ablaze.
Not one person in the audience, not even those repulsed by creepy-crawlies was not
laughing at Mrs. Beetle's umbrella whapping Mr. Beetle's
head as he strangled the
cameraman—quite a
humorous and original way to
portray the ancient falling-out
between husband and wife.
The second half of the
night's program was actually
four excerpts from films
featuring the great actresses of
the turn of the century. The
melodramatic, theatrical styles
of Sarah Bernhardt and
Gabrielle Rejane were contrasted with the more natural
performances of Minnie Maddern Fiske and Eleanora Duse.
Still in a jovial mood, the
audience laughed at the
overly-dramatic love and
death scenes of the first two
excerpts but were touched by
the realistic portrayals of the
believable characters in the
last two clips.
Eicanora Duse in particular
almost brought the house to
tears with her performance of
a mother forced to abandon
her child. She probably would
have if the gallery had provided music to go with the film.

I Chronicles I

Intriguing
By Karen Crossley
A good play will stand the
test of time and bad acting, as
poor old Shakespeare's plays
have proven time and time
again.
Though Shakespeare's plays
have been massacred by
generations of inept actors and
poor interpretations, people
still admire his work and flock
to see his plays. With luck,
Winnipeg writer Margaret
Clarke's new play Gertrude
and Ophelia will get a similar
second chance.
The play is an intriguing
look at what might have gone
on behind the scenes of
Shakespeare's Hamlet. Clarke
wisely stays away from any attempt to imitate
Shakespearean speech, yet her
characters stay true to
Shakespeare's in action and
motivation.
Clarke goes one step beyond
Shakespeare and fleshes out
the characters of his slightly
wooden Gertrude and
Ophelia. The play takes a look
at things from their surprisingly liberated point of view.
Unfortunately, the actors of
the Black Hole Theatre Company are not all up to the
demands of their parts. Particularly disappointing is
Elaine Tougas as Gertrude.
Throughout the opening
night performance of the play,
Tougas seemed uncomfortable
with her costume and hair.
Although she moved with confidence as a queen should, she
continually stumbled over her
lines and spoke in a stilted, artificial manner.
Tiffany Taylor was much
better as the childlike Ophelia.
Although Sharel McCulloch's
direction called for her to fall
on her knees a few too many
times to be convincing, Taylor
managed to move with great
freedom and naturalness on
the rather small Gas Station

Theatre stage.
Danny Gunn's brief appearance as Hamlet was also a
delight. . Gunn would do well in
the Bard's Hamlet, with his
dark looks and strong stage
presence. And what a relief to
hear Hamlet say something
besides the tired "To be or not
to be..." routine.
However, Horatio, as portrayed by a young man with
the unlikely name of Bob
Hope, was an annoying intrusion. Although he was on
stage mostly to fetch and
carry, the play would probably
have been stronger without
him. His character was stupid
and flat, and bore no relation
to Shakespeare's Horatio at
all.
You have to be familiar with
Shakespeare's - Hamlet
to
follow the action in Gertrude
and Ophelia. The play makes
many references to the goings
on in Hamlet. Hamlet's relationship with Yorick is explained, Gertrude's reasons
for marrying Claudius are explored, and names like
Polonius and Laertes are tossed around freely.
Ironically, the play's
dependence on the audience's
familiarity with Hamlet
weakens its impact. Since you
already know what's going to
happen, it's hard to get emotionally involved.
The play is being filmed by
Winnipeg Videon and will be
shown on T.V. some time in
December. Television viewers
will miss the effect of the
play's natural setting, which
filled the theatre with fresh,
outdoor scents thanks to
Gardenia Florists and
Behnke's Greenhouse.
But it will be a good opportunity to take a new look at an
old play and to see it in a different light.

European
Birthday
Films
By Jim Stewart
The Winnipeg Art Gallery is
celebrating its 75th anniversary this year.
One of the highlights of this
celebration is a show of the
works of famous and influential painters from 75 years
ago. In conjunction with this
exhibition, the Art Gallery ran
a series of films the last
weekend in September.
These French and Italian
films were made between 1906
and 1912. The series was billed
as "Classics of European
Cinema."
The Saturday, Sept. 26
showing featured 12 comedies,
all between four and nine
minutes long. Although the
films were interesting, the
show turned out be more of an
intellectual exercise than an
evening of entertainment.
The first three films
featured a turn of the century
comedian named Max Linder.
Max spent the first two films,
"Max Learns to Skate" and
"Troubles of a Grass
Widower" falling down a lot.
With no dialogue or music
(originally these films had a
live pianist accompany them)
the films didn't wake up the
silent audience. Essentially
filmed vaudeville acts, these
films needed more than continuous pratfalls to be really
funny.

see Art/15

Gondola Pizza
Part-time Drivers
Gondola Pizza at 2371 Ness Ave. is
looking for part-time delivery drivers.
Must have own vehicle. Call 888-3251
after 4:00 p.m.

Thursday Oct.8
Thursday Oct.15
Thursday Oct.22

should have had the crowd up
and dancing, but most people
by this time were simply standing in the aisles.

12 noon to 1 p.m.
Black Lecture Theatre

Help the abilities
in diSABILITIES
stand out.
825 Sherbrook Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3A 1M5
(204) 774-9427

Gertrude,
Ophelia
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WHO GETS IT?
LEARN THE FACTS
ON AIDS.

Tiger, Doctor and the Medics,
Rolling Stones and U2. They

Please support the
Cerebral Palsy Association of Manitoba
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Darwin andHarrietSchwartz,creditedwittithe
first official sighting of the Moose.

Presented by the RRCC Health Centre

Ro binson a
Serious Joker
By Marianne Vardalos
A joke's a very serious
thing.
At least it ' is for Kenny
Robinson, the 29-year-old
Yuk Yuk's comic who is endowed with the power of
laughter.
"Yeah, 12 inches worth,"
he adds smugly.
That's how Kenny Robinson plays. Some call it crude,
others crass. He calls it controversial. But the audience
knows it's comedy 'cause
they're laughin'.
"You don't need Coles
notes for what I'm doing,"
says the comic of his comedy
genre that's rooted in reality.
Robinson addresses every
current issue from blacks in
the South to Oliver North and
every word he utters has an
underlying current of meaning.
"I'm not using comedy as a
vehicle to brainwash people;
it's just comedy with a
message. I want to get my
point of view across." And
that he does, as the audience
reacts with knee-slapping,
faint clapping or a rather
vague smile of confusion.
Robinson is a graduate from
the School of Honesty, of
which Richard Pryor is alumni. Both know that the truth
always hits home.
Whenever one finds humor,
one finds pathos by its side, so
naked truth doesn't necessarily mean ugly.
But sometimes it is.
Robinson's act is made up
of mini discussions that go
through two stages.
The first is what the funny
man calls "hookin"em in"
which involves a lot of swear
words, sickening stories and
sense around sound complete
with spitting.
It is, from most perspectives, highly offensive. But
Robinson knows that, and in
fact, relies on it for the second
step to work.
Every beat of a precisely
timed delivery counts as
Robinson captures the audience in a frenzy and pulls it
with him to the second stage.
Seems more like a mountain
than a monologue for the

comic, who's soaked with
sweat by the close, but it's
worth the effort for a man
with principle.
The second step is a lot
calmer, but no easier. Just
when the audience's crescendo
of laughter is at a peak,
Robinson hits them with his
moral. And a sobering one at
that.
"I wanna make 'em laugh
and still say, y'know, you guys
are wrong."
This system can be a problem for Robinson whose audience is sometimes too
satisfied with laughs to care
about the lesson, or too
shallow to sense that there is
one.
"The dumber they are, the
less they laugh," Robinson
says. "They're gonna love and
they're gonna hate. But ya'
gotta take a chance."
Robinson's been taking
chances since 5 years old when
he did impressions for his
family. He's been showbiz
oriented ever since. Even
university couldn't keep him
off the stage.
"It's frustrating, sad,
political...it's a business. But
comedy has saved my soul,"
admits the man, whose
girlfriend is also a comic.
Robinson says that Mark
Breslin, Yuk Yuk's founder,
has made comedy what it is in
Canada.
"He's made it an industry
here, and he's helped some of
our [Canadian comics] make it
on the National scene. He's a
great man," Robinson cornments.
In Canada, Robinson's Advocacy Humor is very much
alone. One bit named "The
White Bitch" addressing the
seriousness and danger of
Robinson's former addiction
to cocaine as though it were a
woman is without a match in
the States.
To provoke laughter
without joining in it is a skill
that few comics possess.
Robinson demonstrates that
he's one of them with his comment on why sex is such a large
portion of his show.
"Sex is the drive of life," he
says with a serious face, "and
my favorite breakfast."

`Pikes' &
`Johns'
Wow Crowd
By Brenda Fleming
The Northern Pikes' Sept.
26 performance at Winnipeg's
Night Moves was a definite
crowd pleaser.
The capacity crowd lapped
up the Pikes' two sets, which
included "Jackie T", "Things
I Do For Money", • and
"Teenland", along with the title track from the band's "Big
Blue Sky" album.
Front man Jay Semko along
with guitarist Merl Bryck
wowed the crowd, delivering
the lyrics with feeling and
emotion. Pikes guitarist Bryan

Potvin and drummer Don
Schmid had nothing to be
ashamed of either.
Opening act The Johns drew
praise from the crowd with
their repertoire of original
songs.
Backed up by drummervocalist Rob Harris, lead
vocalist Russ Psooy's rendition of "Lovely Rita" sounded even better than on the
CKIS 97 "Homegrown"
album.
Bassist Feisal Gazie and
guitarist Rob Walker didn't
disappoint the crowd, giving
polished, professional performances.
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Daycare in Full Swing
4
y Barbara Lee

On Collecting
Calories
Diary,
My Mom collects bird
figurines.
Otherwise, she's perfectly
normal. As a mother, wife,
professional and volunteer,
she contributes more than
many people I know to the
community.
She just collects birds.
My Dad collects
newspaper clippings. He's
socially adept, loves his
family, and has a steady income. It's just that he also
has an abundance of
yellowing headlines like
"Geneticists Toy With the
Prospect of Square
Tomatos" in a scrapbook.
My brother collects electronic thingamagiggers. My
sisters collect picture
frames, earrings and men.
I collect calories.
My body is partial to
them. I'm quite convinced
that my pores are huge
magnets attracting sugarladen desserts. God knows I
don't eat them, and yet,
mysteriously enough, they
end up attached to my
SUPERHIPS. It's a
phenomenon that someone
should look into before I'm
mistaken for a person with
a usual eating disorder.
For many years I had
other explanations for ham
hocks, pardoning them as
either muscle or charisma.
In Jr. High I told my peers
that I was actually as svelte
as Brooke Shields but wore
a "fat suit" as a precautionary measure to assure
myself that boys were not
being attracted to me for
my looks.
Eventually, I tried to
drop the excess starch like
everyone else does. I went
to Iris Walsh's testimonial
services, consumed powders
and pills, traced an outline
of my body and hung it on
my fridge. But this is one
set of baggage that I just
can't lose.
Even so, I am coming up
with many brilliant new tactics for overcoming the
dilemmas and pitfalls of the
dieting life. Obstacles like

little brothers, for instance,
who tell you that you were
weighed at birth by water
displacement.
In fact, diary, maybe I
could write a book. I'll call
it "Anorexia: Where Can I
Get Some?" It'll lighten
you heart—but will it flatten your stomach?
I could fill the book with
little hints that Richard
Simmons forgot, such as
rewrapping your vegetables
in chocolate bar wrappers.
Or maybe the book
should help the pleasant
pudge-balls identify
themselves as obese
denisons of society.
After all, how does one
know when to start tossin'
the salad?
Fifteen sure-fire indicators that you are a big
chunk 'o fudge:
1. Your knees have never
touched.
2. Unlike your thighs.
3. You could color code
your chins.
4. When you reach across
the table for a dish, your
stomach lands in someone
else's.
have
You
5.
dimples...EVERYWHERE
6. You can't tell if you have
an inny or an outy.
7. You wear sweats. Daily.
8. You smile during
Pillsbury commercials.
9. You find appeal in
ensembles sans waistlines.
10. You reminisce about
bones you used to have.
11. You shave all body hair
and cut your nails before
weighing yourself.
12. You wear a loose cardigan sweater while
everyone else is powertanning.
13. You take a plain brown
bag to the mall in case you
purchase something from
an oversize shop.
14. You've considered
showing movies on your
butt for extra cash.
15. You find the pending
bathing suit season substantially more threatening than
nuclear war.

Photo by Lindsay Vanstono

Robinson tackling another possible sexual avenue.

Comedian Robinson Lives in a
Sick, Sick World
By Sahrah Wiebe
The first question that
comes to mind upon viewing
Kenny Robinson is one of
morals.
How sick is a world that appreciates the exploitation of
sex, chuckles at political jokes
with serious ramifications and
cheers, or, perhaps even
worse, stands by when a fellow
human being is being verbally
dehumanized? The answer lies
on Robinson's feet—his
snakeskin boot clad feet.

Coming Events

The annual Nite School Wine
& Cheese nights run on Oct. 21
and 22 from 9 p.m. til 1 a.m.
in the Voyageur Inn. Admission is free.

The daycare program at Red
River Community College is
well under way again this year
with 50 children attending the
centre between the ages of two
and six.
The daycare, which began in
the fall of 1975, is for the
children of students who are
attending the college except
for five spots which are reserved for the children of teachers.
Pat Hogue, daycare director, says that first priority goes
to the students, but if there are
not enough children of
students to fill the spots, the
daycare is then open to the
community. Hogue says that
because of high demand for
daycare facilities, this rarely
happens.
Costs for the daycare are
$13.20 a day per child, but
students may be eligible for
subsidies from the government
of $12.20 per day. Manpower
students are eligible to receive
an allowance of $16.00 per
day.
The workers at the daycare
are all graduates of the child
care services course here at the
college.
Daycare hours are from
7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Even
though longer hours would be
more ideal for nursing
1

N

Beer Bashers: Check out the
Scavenger Hunt Beer Bash on
Friday, Oct. 9 in the South
Gym. Program coordinator
Steve Maitland is planning a
mini scavenger hunt at the
beer bash.
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Attention Blues fans: Check
out The Double Blue Blues
Band Oct. 15 in the South
Gym. Presented by the Red
RiVer Community College
Alumni Association, 97 Rock
CKIS FM and Club Rock, the
band features Danny
Gallagher of "It's Only Rock
'n Roll" fame. Tickets are
$8.00 and admission is by advance ticket only. To reserve
your tickets you can stop in at
the Students' Association office or call 632-2375.

Robinson belongs to what
he calls the "school of honesty" in comedy. The guy is
definitely honest. Almost
painfully so. He succeeded in
his intent to shock the RRCC
audience which packed the
Tower Lounge Sept. 23 for the
latest of Yuk Yuk's noon hour
comedy series.
The audience was more interesting to watch than Robinson. Laughter from the
"young and innocent...semisheltered" (descriptive phrases
courtesy of Mr. Robinson)
capacity crowd was often
followed by a guilty look to
the floor because of the severe
tastelessness of the majority of
Robinson's material.
The 29-year-old comedian
who went to high school in
Transcona, a place with "no
imagination or chance to
dream" explains he has such a
high content of sex jokes in his
routine because it "unites the
crowd".
Robinson tackled every
possible sexual avenue from
homosexuality to incest with
language comparable to Eddie
Murphy's under the assumption that all RRCC students
are sex maniacs.
He says sex is the drive that
motivates us all. Even if the
latter were true it was an extreme example of overkill. He
would no sooner enter a different topic when he would
return to cracking vulgar jokes

with some pelvic thrusts for effect.
Robinson believes that fourletter words are necessary for
good rapport with the audience. He says he likes to talk
to the audience like a group of
friends and the language is
part of his idea of conversation. The audience became
desensitized to it after
awhile—which could be good
or bad news depending on
which social circle a person
rotates in.
The climax of the tasteless
routine came when Robinson
worked himself into a sweat,
ripping apart almost every
race in existence with particular emphasis on the Sikh
immigrants. He surprised the
audience by ending his rampage by saying: "The point is:
I hate racism."
Could have fooled over 200
people. In fact this was his
particular intent. He was appalled by the Canadian reaction to the Sikh immigrants.
He used comedy to scold the
nation and shock the audience
into realizing the prevalence of
racism in today's society. This
may be revealed upon reflection on Robinson's rage but
even more significantly by the
members of the audience who
applauded Robinson's racial
slurs.
The comedian's cynical view
of the world is cause for his
method of presentation.
After his performance he
pointed out that when he asked the audience for their opinion on capital punishment,
he goi a very weak response.
He says he does things of that
nature to get his message
through to the audience.
Unfortunately his good intentions are somewhat muffled by his harpings on sex and
issues such as drunk driving
which, although he meant to
make a point against, is not
immediately perceived by all
but the very discerning
observer.

Robinson gave a break to
those individuals in the audience who could not see the
forest for the trees with his
"Barbie has a new boyfriend"
routine. In this amusing segment Robinson screams out at
Barbie for dropping Ken after
he bought her a camper, etc. in
favor of Derrick, the rock 'n'
roller.
Overall, the show seemed to
be a success in the eyes of the
audience.
Feminism aside, most
females who saw Robinson
would agree with one male
observer's opinion that you
have to be a man to laugh at
him.
This comment, however
stereotypical, is reflective of
the deep-throated laughter
emanating mostly from the
male members of the audience
at some of the cruder jokes.
This could be attributed to
the fact that females
are...ahem...as a rule more introverted than males. One
female observer displayed no
sign of shyness in expressing
her opinion: "1 think he's a
disgusting pig."
On a one-to-one basis
Robinson comes across as being very intelligent and introspective. A really nice guy.
It is admirable that he wishes
to get his point of view or
message through to the audience via comedy. The problem is that he does not clearly
differentiate between what he
says and what he believes and
what he wants his audience to
believe.
Robinsons' future holds
many challenges. His mother
and girlfriend are afraid for
his safety when he plans to do
Boston, a liberal-conservative
audience.
Heading state-side is what
he feels he needs to do if he
wants to cut it. He can only
hope he meets with nymphomaniacs or critics who
overlook the indelicacy to
decipher his earnest messages.

students who have to be in the
ward by 7:30 a.m. and for
welding students who are in
class until 6:00 p.m., the
daycare doesn't have enough
staff to accomodate a longer
day, Hogue said.
"Staff to children ratios are
very legislated. For the
younger progam, we are
allowed one staff member for
every six children, and for the
older program we are allowed
one staff member for every
eight children."

Activities at the daycare
consist of both structured
times, which are child care
worker directed activities, and
free times where the children
can play with the workers or
on their own. There are also
large muscle times where the
children can play either outside or in the South Gym.
"We try to have a balance
of quiet activities and active
times throughout the day,"
Hogue says.
On days when it is too cold
outside and the South Gym is
busy, daycare workers will
take the children on walks
around the college for their
large muscle times. Hogue
says it is at these times that
there are sometimes problems
with the students in the college.
"Often when the kids walk
through the college, students
will swear or run up and pinch
the kids cheeks. Students must
remember that they are
strangers to these kids and this
kind of behaviour frightens
the children," Hogue says.
The daycare is full right
now, but if you are interested
in putting your child into the
program at a later date, you
can go down and register with
Pat Hogue in her office by the
South Gym.

Crowds Are
Enough for

Chapeau Rouge
By Karen Crossley
Singer Jeff Roukema gets a
little red-faced when asked
how his band, Chapeau
Rouge, got its name.
It seems that even before the
band was fully formed,
Roukema, bassist Claude Pattyn, and keyboard player
Chuck Cave were searching
for a good name. During a session of serious dr—uh, thinking, Roukema was inspired by
a painting of a woman in a red
hat entitled "Chapeau
Rouge". And the rest is
history.
Since the addition of guitar
player Mark Anthony and
drummer Darryl Boyko,
Chapeau Rouge have been
playing and touring across
Canada for a little over a year.
During that time they have
ventured as far west as Edmonton and east to Thunder
Bay, playing mostly in hotel
bars with occasional arena
dates in Dryden and Kenora.

Every concert holds
something new for Chapeau
Rouge. "Things really change
from town to town, city to city," says Roukema. "I try not
to get caught up in a pattern,
to keep spontaneous." •
Roukema was a drummer
before taking on the singing
duties for Chapeau Rouge and
admits that he sometimes feels
intimidated when it comes to
talking to a crowd.
"I haven't got the drums to
hide behind now," he says,
"and it's hard getting used to
singing every night."
Chapeau Rouge have talked
about adding more percussion
to the band, and have been
working on some original
songs, but no major changes
are planned for the near
future.
Roukema doesn't believe in
dreaming too far ahead.
"Sure, I'd like to see us
sticking out, playing bigger
concerts, but I take it day by
day," Roukema says.
For the moment, good times
and responsive crowds are
enough for Chapeau Rouge.
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Red River Students' Association Annual

SCAVENGER
HUNT &
BEER BASH
October 9
1st Prize . . . . . . . . . . . .$300°°
2nd Prize . . . . . . . . . . .$100°°
3rd Prize . . . . . . . . . . . . .$50°°
Rules:

the

BURNERS
October 14

1. Teams to consist of 10 male/female members.
2. Team captain is responsible for registering his team at 9:00 a.m. October 9, 1987 in the Tower Lounge.
3. An official Scavenger Hunt List will be issued at the registration.
4. The Scavenger List contains 50 items: 35 items are reguired for the
team to qualify for prizes. (If all teams collect less than 35 items, the
figure will be adjusted.)
5. Only the 10 team members are allowed to collect the 'stuff'.
6. Team or team representative must sign in at 5 p.m. at the South
Gym parking lot entrance. All 'stuff' is counted there.
7. Collect what is listed (no substitute `stuff').
8. Team collecting the most 'stuff' will be declared the "Scavenger
Hunt Champions." Prizes will be given out as soon as all teams are
checked in.
9. Not responsible for any troubles you may run into re: obtaining
these articles either inside or outside the college.
10. You are responsible to remove all articles from premises immediately after completion.
11. In the event of any discrepancy of certain items the final decision
on acceptance will be up to program-coordinator or in my absence executive director Don Hillman.
12. Prize money will be given out the following week.

BEER BASH TICKETS $5
re

in the

(tickets on sale Oct. 6 at 4:00 ATO Booth)

Tower Lounge
12 noon to 1:00 p.m.

South Gym
3:30 to 7:00 p.m.
Registration forms available in SA office room DM20.
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Crampton Says Oilers and Flyers Will Battle for
Stanley Cup in an Otherwise Pedestrian NHL Season
By James Crampton
The Canada Cup left us
spoiled, bloody spoiled with
the best hockey this continent
has seen since the '72 Summit
Series. Now its time for
mediocrity at a pedestrian
pace—another National
Hockey League season.
Not that the NHL is bad.
Heavens no! It's just that at
least seven of the league's 21
teams cause the NHL to appear watered-down, and at
tmes even dull, monotonous
and boring.
But there are more bright
spots than dim ones, such as
last year's playoffs which saw
the continued heated rivalry
between Quebec and Montreal, a series which could only
be described as a holy war.
There was also the rise of
the born-again Detroit Red
Wings under the control of
hockey's number one genius
Jacques Demers, who makes
Soviet coach Victor Tikhonov
look like the proverbial boyscout.
And there was our own
Winnipeg Jets winning one for
the Homo-Sapiens by beating
Bob Johnson's band of
reckless Cro-Magnons in the
first round.
The best playoffs in recent
years were capped off well
with an intense, exciting sevengame final. The only thing
missing was a Philadelphia
presence in game seven.
With the memory of last
year's playoffs in mind, we
can only hope the NHL has
finally come of age and that
Fred Shero's system of Broad
Street Bullies' hockey has long
been removed from our national sport.
So let's now look ahead to
this season, complete with the
predictions of yours truly, obtained from the dank regions
of my mind without the use of
any illegal substance, except
those endorsed by the Calgary
Olympics.
Prince of Wales
Conference.
The Adams Divison:
My favorite division. Not
just because my beloved Canadiens play in it, but more importantly because it is the best
division in the league. The
Adams is without a doubt the
most competitive and the
hardest to escape from during
the playoffs.
Statistics prove the Adams
high-level competition.
Since the league was realigned for the 1981-82 season to
include the current divisions
and playoff format, only one
team has finished in first place
in the Adams after the regular
season and gone on to win the
divisional playoff. The Boston
Bruins accomplished that
dubious feat in 82-83, and had
:nothing left for the Islanders
in the Prince-of-Wales Conference Final.
Therefore, finishing first in
the Adams is the kiss of death,
just ask last year's winner (and
I .use that term loosely), the
Hartford Whalers, who finished one point ahead of Montreal.

Montreal Canadiens:
Destined to finish first, and
therefore will not win their
twenty-fourth Stanley Cup. A
shame because this season will
possibly be the last for Bob
Gainey or Larry Robinson, or
perhaps both.
The Habs are no longer the
Flying Frenchmen, as you can
see by their goal outout (or
lack of it) but their system
does work well most of the
time. The problem is they
haven't got enough by the time
the playoffs roll around, and
fast teams like the Flyers can
exploit them. Goaltending is
suspect at best and Claude
Lemieux, easily the most hated
man in the NHL, and, after
the Canada Cup, perhaps the
world has to learn how to walk
upright.

Hartford Whalers:
A team anxious to rebound
from last year's loss to Quebec
in the opening round. They
have all the weapons and are
my pick to emerge from the utter hell that the Adams has
become.

Quebec Nordiques:
They might be a different
team now that Michel
Bergeron has moved on to
coach the Rangers. Offensively sound, but thin on defense,
all due respect to Normand
Rochefort but he can't defend
a blue-line with help from only
Robert Picard. Their goalies
were superb during last season
but deserted them in the
playoffs.

Adams Division
Kiss of Death

Boston Bruins:
The Bruins are still
rebuilding a team around Ray
Bourque, and in the process
have been knocked out in the
first round by Les Canadiens
in each of the past four
seasons. Make this year
number five.

Buffalo Sabres:
Too many Americans. A
great team for Don Cherry to
coach.
The Patrick Division:

Philadelphia Flyers:
Apart from the fact that
they have a samurai warrior
playing goal for them, the
Flyers might be the classiest
team in the league. Just as the
Canadiens are not referred to
as 'the Flying Frenchmen'
anymore, Mike Keenan's
Flyers are not comparable to
Shero's 'Broad Street Bullies'.
The difference is Shero won
two Stanley Cups with his
team, while Keenan has lost
two Cup finals with his. If
they learn how to beat the
Oilers then this could finally
be their year.

Washington Capitals:
Always the bridesmaid but
never the bride. The sad sack
team of the league which has
never been able to get out of
the division, but has always
given a valiant effort, case in
point, game seven of their first
round match with the

Islanders, which went into the
following day because of great
clutch goaltending by Isles'
Kelly Hrudey, in the overtime.
The Caps have a lot of talent
but will still fall to the
superiority of the Flyers.
Second-place...again.

New York Islanders:
They may be long-in-thetooth with players like Mike
Bossy, Denis Potvin, and
Bryan Trottier on the roster,
but the team has a good mix of
young blood with Pat Lafontaine, Pat Flatley and Hrudey,
ready to replace Billy Smith as
their number one net-minder.
There is no substitute for experience when it comes to the
playoff crunch, but as far as a
regular season campaign goes,
third place is as high as they
should shoot for.

New York Rangers:
GM Phil Esposito pulled
what he thought was a rabbit
out of a hat when he acquired
Bobby Carpenter from
Washington last season. Espo
soon realized Carpenter's
heart and desire had vacated
him long before the trade. So
the Sicilian Esposito made Los
Angeles BM Rogie Vachon a
deal he couldn't refuse, and
Marcel Dionne was on his way
to the Big Apple. Rumor has it
that Vachon made the trade
after waking up to find Darryl
Sittler's head in his bed.
The trade may have
backfired on Espo once again,
now that Dionne may make
this season his last.
But Espo's big mistake was
giving up a first round draft
choice to acquire a COACH!
Hell, Phil, you can get them
anywhere, there are thousands
of them on UI or doing color
on CBC. He could have saved
us from another year of Don
Cherry's test-pattern suits, or
Harry Neale's arrogance, or
Scotty Bowman's atrocious
color commentary in the form
of: "You know, Don, with all
the Winnipeg fans wearing
white, the goalies may have
trouble seeing the puck."
As a team the Rangers have
talent, albeit at times only a
smattering of it. The real question is if Michel Bergeron can
pull the team out of the depths
of mediocrity. Fourth-place at
the most.
And speaking of mediocrity, the Pittsburgh Penguins
and New Jersey Devils are experts in the field.

Pittsburgh Penguins:
Mario Lemieux probably
enjoyed the Canada Cup more
than anyone else on the team.
Numero 66 must now go from
playing with Gretzky and
Messier to carrying a team by
himself, at least offensively.
The addition of Jimmy Mann
hardly turns this franchise into
a contender. They won't make
the playoffs and might have to
battle New Jersey for fifthplace.
To be fair, Mario can't do it
all himself, so there's no
reason for him to show any interest by March. If Don
Cherry would stop calling the
kid a 'floater' and start appreciating Mario's skills, he

might get a job coaching
somewhere in Texas.
My quintessential definition
of Mario Lemieux: he's a
veritable Einstein with the
puck, but he plays like Gomer
Pyle without it.

New Jersey Devils:
If the Soviets ever allow
their players to play in the
NHL, the Devils will have a
long-standing dynasty, until
then they must remain content
in their sub-mediocrity.
The Clarence Campbell
Conference
The Norris Division:

Detroit Red Wings:
(Formerly called the Detroit
Dead Things.) To refer to Jacques Demers as simply a
`coach' would be like calling
the paintings on the ceiling of
the Sistine Chapel 'doodles'.
Demers is a hockey mind, a
genius, an intellect, and a
leader of men. When he
jumped from St. Louis to
Detroit he brought with him
an injection of much-needed
class to offset the idiocy of
Jimmy Devallano. In one year
Demers turned a last place
team into the cornerstone of a
Detroit pizza empire and won
coach-of-the-year honors in
the process.
The Wings just missed out
on first-place in the Norris last
season. Demers will continue
:o build on that season and
will push the Wings into first.

playoffs. Each time they upset
the division-winner in the first
round and went on to be
within one win of reaching the
conference final.
But in both years they barely made the playoffs and still
don't have a team that can be
high in the standings after
December.
While the other Norris
teams have strengthened their
rosters the Leafs seem to have
depleted theirs.
They sent Rick Vaive and
Steve Thomas to Chicago for
unproven American Ed
Olcyck and veteran Al Second,
who can't skate down the ice
without doubling over from
abdominal strains.
The Leafs also acquired
Dave Semenko from Hartford, certainly not to add a
scoring threat.
Last
place
for
the
Leafs—definitely.
The Smyth Division:

Edmonton Oilers:
Who else for first? Let's not
even talk about them.

Chicago Black Hawks:
They need goal tending baa-a-dly. Murray Bannerman
can't beat the Leafs, nevermind the stronger clubs.
However, the acquisition of
Rick Valve and Steve Thomas
from the Leafs should help the
crazed Chicago fans forget
about last year's disastrous
season.

St. Louis Blues:
Despite losing Demers, the
Blues did finish first last
season but lost in the first
round to the Leafs, which is a
sure sign of an imminent
decline in the standings. They
should get third-place in what
will be a stronger Norris Division this season.

Minnesota North Stars:
The offensively talented
North Stars will not allow the
Leafs to grab that last playoff
spot from them again. Dino
Ciccarelli and company still
need to bring down the goals
against even if it is at the expense of their goal production.

Toronto Maple Leafs:
The Leafs haven't won the
1967 and they're not going to
win another until Harold
Ballard dies from a massive
guilt-induced stroke. The very
presence of Ballard, who
demanded that former-Leaf
Laurie Boschman be traded
because he was too Christian
and his general manager not
draft Grant Fuhr because he
was too black, is the main
reason for the club's long
drought. The old fart interferes into the Leaf's operation to the point where the
front office is in a constant
state of disarray.
The Leafs as a team have
performed well in the past two

DALE HAWERCHUK

A key jet.
Winnipeg Jets:
The most important season
in the history of the franchise.
The 87/88 campaign will prove whether the Jets can put
two good seasons back-toback (something they've never
done) or whether they will
follow the form of the
previous two seasons: one
good, one bad.

PRESENTS THE

Double
13 ue
13 ues
Band

Calgary Flames:
Evolution on skates, the
Anthropoligical Curiosities,
are more suitable names for
the Neanderthals who seem to
drag their knuckles on the ice.
They'll be a close third.

Los Angeles Kings:
They'll capture the final
playoff spot and as usual be
gone from the playoffs before
you can say "thirty-seconds
into overtime".

Vancouver Canucks:
Last place in the Smythe
and last overall. A team we
can all do without, especially
those Oh Henry! bar
uniforms.
The conference finals will
have Edmonton pitted against
Detroit and Hartford against
Philadelphia.
Philadelphia will defeat Edmonton 4-2 in the final.
A final note. If the Soviets
raise the Iron Curtain, and
Harold Ballard dies some
point in the season, then
Toronto and New Jersey will
meet in the final.

October 15
South Gym Tickets $8
Admission by advance tickets only.
Reserve your ticket at the SA office
room DM20 or call 632-2375.
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Classifieds
FOR SALE
Drafting equipment and art
supplies, inch pens, triangles,
scale, watercolour paints,
tempera, etc. Phone 269-1650.

Do you stutter? A lot of people do. I am interested in starting a 'stutterers' support
group on campus. Those interested can get in contact with
Lynda Walker in the Student
Handicap Cantre room
DIO2A.

WANTED
SERVICES
ATTENTION JOGGERS!!
100 Kilometre Club Begins October 1st. Both staff and
students will be able to participate in this year's 100 km
Club which will commence
Oct. 1 and continue until May
31/88. Register by signing the
100 km Club chart located at
the southwest corner of the indoor track in South Gym.
Runners tabulate their mileage
and record it on the weekly
charts provided. Accumulated
mileage totals are posted
regularly and those achieving
100, 200, 300, 400 & 500 or
more km by the closing date
will receive an RRCC 100 km
Club shirt plus a crest identifying their achievement.
More than ever college
students are initiating insurance policies! I'll tell you
why: EQUITABLE LIFE'S
UNIQUE CAMPUS PROGRAM. I would appreciate an
opportunity to explain this
program to you. Please contact Mark Lukowich at Work
947-1451 or Home 669-0547.
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N
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WINE /BEER
& CHEESE

NITE
Oct. 21 & 22
NITE & SAT. STUDENTS & STAFF

VOYAGEUR RESTAURANT
1:00 a.m.
9:00 p.m. to
(or whenever you finish class)

NO ADMITTANCE CHARGE
Wine, Beer & Spirits Approx. $1.50/glass

For more information contact THE STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION OFFICE, Room DM 20, Ph 632-2375

ANNOUNCEMENT

Singer or shouter for telegram.
The louder the better!
Costume OK; disguise OK.
First week in October, pay
negotiable. Please, if you are
right for the job only call
832-1495.
ATTENTION CREATIVE
COMMUNICATIONS
STUDENTS! Full and part
time positions available. Put
your copywriting skills to
good use and earn extra cash
as well. Learn practical computer skills and develop effective verbal communications.
No experience necessary and
training provided. You are invited to join the exciting world
of computerized advertising
with the FREE ACCESS
NETWORK! Prepare resume
and/or portfolio and call Cam
at 489-0102.

PERSONALS
Hi Byubber, I'm syo hyappy
dat yoor finayee hyeer. I yuv
you syo myuch, it's nyot even
fyunny. Myan, yoor gyate.
Hoyee moyee Bamba, Fyats.
Looking for a girl who likes
the feeling of MUD squishing
up between her toes. -ELVIS
Congratulations to the winner
of the best bum contest! Can
we have your autograph (or a
bum print) K.T.? -CreComms

AIDS: What Everyone Needs
to Know (18:44 min.); The Immune System and AIDS (10:02
min.); AIDS: The Facts, The Nick and Steve, aren't you just
Future (19:25) will be broad- the best at RRCC -L.A.
cast on Thursday, October 15
on the CBC from 9:00 to 10:00
a.m. For rural areas check
Winnipeg needs... )
your local listings. For further
information on these broadThe United Way
casts and to obtain duplicate
video copies available call
Manitoba Educational Television in Winnipeg at 945-8463
or leave a message on our 24
Cont'd from p. 5
hour number, 945-1931.
from the Big Band era, as well
Citizen Advocacy seeks out as Frank Sinatra.
Along with Harris, the rest
volunteer citizen advocates
and matches them with of The Johns place importance
another person with special on education.
"You have to fall back on
needs who need friendship,
support and/or assistance. something," Harris says.
Through this relationship the "Bands are a dime a dozen."
"You're only as good as
advocate can help ensure that
his/her protege is receiving the your last album," Psooy says.
Harris is in the second year
services, opportunities and acceptance in the community of Red River's creative comthat he/she deserves. Those munications course, while
wishing more information as Psooy has a year left to get his
to how they can become in- arts degree at the University of
Manitoba.
volved call 475-9262.
Gazie has a degree in
Do you want experience work- economics and has another
ing with young children? three years to go for his
Volunteers are required in masters in city planning and
West End schools to work on a urban design at the U of M.
Walker jokes that he's takone to one basis with nursery,
kindergarten and grade 1 ing basket weaving at the U of
children. Help them develop M and has a 0.0 grade point
their English language skills average.
Gazie says it's important to
through play based activities.
1/2 day per week for a be involved in things other
minimum of 10 weeks. For than music.
"What are you going to
more information call the
Volunteer Coordinator at write about if you're sitting at
home all day?" he points out.
783-4247.

"Good morning, Beefs & Bouquets."
"Hello?...Hello?"
"You're on the air, ma'am."
"Hello? Am I on the air?"
"Would you turn down your
radio, ma'am?"
"Hello?..." BZZZZZ
ODE TO SUMMERChildren run with smiling
faces/Knocking down seniors
with canes and braces./The
mosquitos whine from inside
your head/and you're still inside/with Granny, Jethro and
Jed./While the sun beats
down/there's a glare in your
eyes/And the beaches are
covered/With cottage cheese
thighs.
To: Banana Man and Son of
Sam. Here we sit, all broken
hearted/Paid a dime and only
farted./If at first you don't
succeed—try, try
again!/We're still waiting for
a reply/So for now we'll say
bye, bye. -D&M, C. (D.M.C.)
P.S. Sam still owes us coffee
and banana man owes us fruit
salad!
To Tracy. You left your panties at my place. Love Wendell
the Super Party Viking.
A big thank you to Marianne
and Kathi for the great time
we had. Especially for those of
us who stayed until 5:30 -1st
and 2nd years.
Join the Howard Pawley
School of Blandness. Free
boredom seminar this Sunday
afternoon. Weak Kool-Aid
and white bread will be served.
Be there and be square.
Attention all new staff curling
members. For sale: used curling equipment, 1 year old,
hardly used. See Bill or Mel in
the Crazy Ox. No sense buying
new equipment, you might not
be playing next year.
Attention all Macho Men: Are
you tired of being put down by
militant feminists? Join us for
an evening of virgin sacrifices.
Call Wilhelm the Cherry
Buster.

Band Optimistic
"Gazie jokes he's looking
forward to groupies and
screaming girls following the
band, but Harris is serious on
the subject, and stresses keeping things in perspective.
"It comes down to keeping
your head," he says.
The drummer says he can
usually pick out those who like
him just because he's in a
band.
"You can usually tell if someone's being honest," he
notes.
The Johns have gained exposure with "Lovely Rita"
and gigs around Winnipeg, as
well as a recent opening for
Canadian band The Northern
Pikes at Night Moves.
But Psooy's next goal is to
head for the basement to do
some more recording and send
it out.
The lead vocalist is optimistic about The Johns'
future.
"As far as the band is going
I think we've got a lot of
potential."

La Bamba, Unspectacular
But Charming
By Andrew Maxwell
Anyone with access to radio
or television is likely aware
that today's advertising industry has served itself well
recently by grabbing nuggets
of rock and roll's past, exploiting their recognizability
to extoll the virtue's of
anything other than the artists
that made the songs famous.
The most practical means of
combatting this trend towards
shameless yuppie-pandering
is, of course, to stage a violent
overthrow of the capitalist
system. Failing that, however,
one may choose to pick up the
soundtrack to the film La

Bamba.
La Bamba is an unspectacular but charming
melodrama about Richie
Valens, an early rocker who
died in a plane crash (along
with Buddy Holly and J.R.
Richardson-A.K.A. "The Big
Bopper") while only seventeen.
Valens left behind, of
course, a string of fine pop
numbers, reproduced superbly
here by Los Lobos, one of the
more talented new American
bands around.
Almost stealing the show
though is ex-Stray Cat Brian
Setzer, proving he was born to
play lengendary guitarist Eddie Cochrane by dishing out a
sizzling reading of "Summertime Blues".
Equally well cast is Marshal

Crenshaw. as Buddy Holly,
turning in a hauntingly effective version of "Crying,
Waiting, Hoping".
Considerably less inspiring
contributions come from
Howard Huntsberry as
crooner Jackie Wilson and
seminal axeman Bo Diddley as
himself.
While bearing a striking
vocal similarity to Wilson,
Huntsberry is a bit on the slick
side here, sounding more like a
contestant on Star Search than
a lengendary rocker.
Meanwhile, Diddley's lame
stroll through his old classic
"Who Do You Love?" carries
a bizarre, almost psychedelic
edge, and is quite misplaced
here.
As the only musician actually present in the era depicted in
the film, such a weak effort is
sadly ironic, suggesting
perhaps the Mr. Diddley
should have flown more often
with Valens and Holly (Hey,
just kidding).
What happens on this
record goes beyond a group of
revivalists apeing their favorite
heroes. What puts these performances above the Elvis impersonator level - is the vitality
and originality the artists bring
to them.
La Bamba is about rock
itself and how figures of the
past inspire those who follow
to draw upon their own
talents. Take that, Mexicasa
Taco shells!

Survival Guide
Corrections
Aside from the 'usual collection of errors' in
this year's Survival Guide, please note that
the Health Centre is in room HM 10 at ext.
238 and Doris Smith's correct ext. number
is 439 Z(prefix 7). Also, Jim Purse of the
Canada Employment Centre on Campus,
Roger Groening at the Resource Centre for
the Handicapped, and Stan Miner of Security are no longer with the college. Thank you
for your tolerance.

Art Gallery Needs
A Fast Forward
Cont'd from p.7
Max Linder's third film of in 1987 is that technology ages
the night, "Max and his badly.
Dog", was different. In it, the
The last four films were
dog is trained to keep an eye
Italian, featuring comic Feron Max's wife. If the dog catches her cheating, he's to • dinando Guillaume. These
phone Max at work. The cute films relied on the visual cornpremise was funny, but it il- edy of the star, with the occalustrated a problem with most sional special effect, and were
of the evening's films. In the funniest of the night. A
"Max and his Dog" the screen few laughs did break the
splits three ways when the dog silence in the theatre, but the
phones Max, with a bustling laughs were never sustained.
An audience that expected an
scene of Paris in between. In
1912, when this film was evening of comedy was 75
made, this would have been an years too late for a really good
amazing affect. Seventy-five time.
years later, it isn't.
Although a film student
Four of the next five films
may have found the evening
also used special effects which
interesting, the rest of us could
must have been surreal and
have had as much fun at home
impressive when they were with a VCR and a fast forward
released. What they illustrate button.

